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Change. Sometimes mild. Sometimes radical. One thing is certain. Change 
characterizes our world. In fact, we will live with change the rest of our lives. 
Dealing with it, as professionals and individuals, will challenge us. My focus 
today is how current and future actuaries will have to react to it. 

~p~~~ing the De$nition of am A&am-y 

During the past year, I have been frequently asked what an actuary is. 
The dictionary answer defines us by the type of technical work we performed 
in the insurance industry many years ago. For a general audience, I think 
the following definition describes us well: 

An actuary is a professional trained in mathematics who applies a knowledge 
of probabilities and statistics in financial matters related to individuals or or- 
ganizations. For instance, actuaries use their skills and knowledge to determine 
the cost of insurance and employee benefits and to measure the economic con- 
sequences of uncertain events. 

For actuarial consumption, I prefer a more complete, more subtle version: 

An actuary is a professional who identifies and analyzes the implication of 
future possibilities, especially with respect to risk. In conducting this analysis, 
the actuary develops one or more models to estimate the financial impact of 
future uncertain events. The models may reflect the decision-maker’s objectives 
and risk tolerances, reflecting explicit assumptions based on: 
B Historical experience from similar types of exposures or related phenomena 
4 In-depth knowledge of the environment in which the future experience will 

occur, which may differ from the environment from which the data were 
obtained. This knowledge enables an actuary to assess: 
- The relevance, reliability, and credibility of available historical or related 

data 
- The sensitivity of the models to changes in assumptions and model spec- 

ifications, resulting in an assessment of a range of model results over a 
single or multiple potential scenarios. 
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examination system. I refer to these skills as the actuarial platform. Most of 
us share this platfoorm, regardless of our practice area. How we apply it today 
defines us as actuaries. This is true even if we no longer consider ourselves 
involved in technical actuarial work. 

How we apply it tomorrow will determine how the profession evolves. I 
am referring to a redesign that will allow us to change, but also to retain 
our existing strengths. 

lhmmztic Chnges if8 siazess 

Let me describe some of the major changes we are experiencing, because 
they are the reasons for the need for our redesign. They affect all areas of 
actuarial practice. 

Technology has provided more opportunities than disadvantages. It has 
given us improved access to data and research, the ability to provide a better 
service or product, and the potential to expand beyond our current profes- 
sional scope. A year ago, an article in The Wall Street Journal asserted that 
technology would eliminate the need for actuaries because the computer 
would do much of our work, which it ‘characterized as number crunching. 
Don’t believe it1 In fact, technology really should allow us to do our work 
better and expand our scope. 

We constantly hear about the consolidation of the industries we work in 
and with. This may hurt some in the short term, but at the same time, it 
presents opportunities as the need for sound business advice increases even 
more. 

A greater long-term threat, I believe,, comes from increased regulation. 
.The need to comply with new rules may boost our short-term employment. 
However, if we are content to serve our clients by simply satisfying regu- 
latory or legal compliance requirement s, our customers will perceive us as 
necessary evils rather than as value-added professionals. Such an environ- 
ment also diminishes our incentive to provide creative, proactive value. IJl- 
timately, the vitality of our profession, our influence, and our scope will 
diminish if we concentrate too much on compliance work. 

Today, we are not the only profession to address business risk. This is 
even true in the insurance industry, where we once monopolized risk as- 
sessment activities. Others now also rigorously address risk. The new so- 
called financial engineers are just one example, although they have taken a 
relatively narrow approach of solving risk-related problems only through the 
use of derivatives. 

The reality is that the broadened scope our profession aspires to is already 
populated by others. They understand their turf, and this won’t make our 
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of a problem or treat these issues as if they were someone else’s problems. 
Perhaps they feel the issue is outside their job description. The redesigned 
actuary, however, will rewrite this job description. 

(3) An abi&Q to apply wzs czwed probern d&zg § 
~~~~~~~~~~a~~y CUI+NU. After identifying a risk or opportunity, we must adapt 
new techniques and approaches to address them. We can’t just extrapolate; 
we must anticipate change. In addition, and possibly more important, it isn’t 

must also ask why, and wh 
QdJ 62 ~Q~~-~~~ and §a!m% 
f our strengths.; we can’t 1 

I mswem 8~ busi~~ess ~~Q~~e~§. The wisdo 
past experience is an actuarial strength: but we must realize that the future 
rarely replicates itself. We are experts in the use of discounted cash-flow 
techniques; we need to expand and further improve their applications. This 
realization will result in the use of more dynamic models and follow what 
the Australian actuaries describe as the actuarial control cycle. 

65) A ~~~~~~~~§§ ~LJ e~~~~~~ a~~~~~~~i~~ s~azario~. We cannot predict the 
future. Although we are always asked for unique answers, we must educate 
others to the fact that there is more than one probable future. In order to 
assess the financial implications of risks and opportunities effectively, it is 
desirable for us ‘to develop multiple scenarios, to demonstrate their impacts, 
and what can be done about them. 

(7) Ret itim i&at most pm I‘?%%§ dim’8 .bam? an 
~~~~~~Q~~ In fact, most problems usually involve various shades of gray. 
We have been taught to weigh both the advantages and disadvantages of 
alternative solutions. While we cannot lose this approach to problem-solving, 
at the same time we can’t freeze and not make any recommendations or 

become more familiar with applications of financial economics. The new 
financial textbook the Foundation will publish and distribute to actuaries 
will serve us well. 

We will increasingly access both actuarial and 
nonactuarial data and studies. Although. the Society will continue to enhance 
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both life and casualty actuarial examinations. That has better prepared me 
to tackle different business problems. Although my personal education for- 
mula is not for everyone, it is an example of a continuing education plan 
that current and future FSAs should develop. 

In fact, in a recent telephone survey of randomly selected SOA members, 
a significant percentage favored compulsory continuing education for the 
profession. I think we should explore this issue further. This response sug- 
gests that actuaries recognize the importance of continuing education in 
times of change. How high should the bar be set to keep actuaries up-to- 
date? 

At the same time, we need to expand our continuing education offerings 
considerably in the future, both in traditional areas of interest and in others. 
We need to do everything we can to help actuaries break out of their 
cubbyholes. 

With respect to our research, I also believe we should expand our invited 
papers program and encourage more submissions on a variety of significant 
topics. We should focus on developing new techniques, broadening our set 
of applications, and adapting those developed in other fields, such as finan- 
cial economics, biostatistics, and investment modeling. We must also market 
our knowledge and our research better. We have begun this process with 
the publication of our new journal, the North American Actuarial Journal, 
and our visibility on the World Wide Web. 

We also have to make sure we stay outward focused on a proactive basis, 
not just inward looking. If we don’t pay attention to our customer, we may 
find we are just talking to ourselves. 

We have talked a lot about expanding our profession’s scope. I’ve seen 
early signs that our efforts are succeeding. For example, our new finance 
and investment education tracks are excellent. Now we must help find 
opportunities for our graduates in these areas. We must work with university 
professors and recruiters, among others, to increase and broaden the place- 
ment of actuaries. We must promote our positive image. We need to broaden 
our employment opportunities, so the red.esigned actuaries can do their thing. 
We can only keep their loyalty if we prove that we can help and actuaries 
become recognized as value-added professionals. Too many qualified young 
actuarial candidates leave the profession. The profession needs to keep them. 
We can do this only by relevant and valuable education and research. They 
need to be proud of becoming an actuary. 



chL?T Role: &r.p=~?~&&x 1s !7qJ $0 $-Js 

Wow the remaining qu&on is, *‘What shodd ycu do?” The Society of 
Actuaries can contribute only se ilXiCh toward keiping to redesign the ac- 
tual-]. TJliima-tely, ii is your responsibility to improve your skills. Take a 
long, hard iook at ycmscif. Wh, qt attrib~~ies do you need to better satisfy the 
real needs of yaur employer, bcss, or client? How Cain you keep up with 
changes affeciing you and yo-sr practice area? What additional knowledge 
wiil you need? What type oi- 

I challenge yoG. to taie 
cmtinuing education should you pursue? 

ihis initiative. Create you own plan, makixflg it 
%lexilole enough tc respond :o your changing needs. Reach o~lt and spread 
yoilr Wings! Go for it-r&Sign! 

3 WO-dd Iike t3 CQilCiUde by SSjhg thallkS .tQ th55e VtJhO hdpd IlIe SUl-ViW 

and evljoy this past year as yo~;r presider,t. First on my list is my family- 
Peggy, ray wife; Jordan, "1): eight-year- old son; and Zoe, my six and three- 
quarters-year-old daughter. I would dso like to recognize my parents. I am 
fortunate to have them both here with me today. 

Second on my list is &e SaA stafii and our many volunteers. Jsha 
O’Ccilaor assisted me ‘:remendous~y, as he has fcx 16 previous presidents. 
Xs loyal and hardworking ste-CC .Ic cc ‘r?ve been a pleasul-2 to work with. The 
Society is involved iz ar; amazing cumber of acfvitiesz and the quality of 
their performance has no t been compromised. Together with our many vol- 
unteers, they clearly make things VKXk. 

In my first speech as your p~2Sid~i~~-~!tXi, my major iheme was the need 
f5r more actuarial champions. I have met meny- these past two years. They 
certainly know who they are. 1 sincerely thank you for your service, your 
passion, and your contribution. 311 mar,y cases, it is a labor of love. 1 can 
only urge yo~ti and others to conti:x:e L ‘0 expand your efforts as champions. 

I would also like to thank my emy;loycr, Price Waterhouse, for putting up 
wieh my “high pri~rccy” Sgfii projec:;s, 

But inost of afl, I w0uld like to ‘I hank you, the :members, for giving me the 
opportunity to be able to expstiencc such a challenging and rewarding period 
of my life. I hope that i have fulfilled a Simdl part of your faith in me. 

Thank you. 


